Outdoor Prox-Tag Reader
- Disarm the system before
entering the building

Indoor Siren
- Increase deterrence
with additional sirens

Outdoor Siren/Strobe
- Improve police response
and deterrence

speak nothing?

Remote Control
- Battery powered remote arming

hear nothing?

Smoke Detector
- Additional protection
for family and valuables

see nothing?

Door/Window Contacts

Does your old burglar alarm…

Outdoor MotionViewer™
- Secure detached garages,
porches, patios and storage
sheds

MotionViewer™ is a Trademark of RSI VIDEO TECHNOLOGIES®

Indoor MotionViewer™
- Additional security where
you need it
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Upgrade your system
Add up to 20 devices to customise your system
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Optional Accessories

Priority Police Response
For Greater Security
Videofied provides the monitoring operator with
an actual video of the intrusion. The video and 2-way
voice verify that the alarm is an actual crime-in-progress and
not a costly false alarm. With law enforcement increasingly
pressured by budget cuts, video verified alarms help police
capture more intruders, providing better protection.
A sophisticated motion sensor combined with a night
vision camera and illuminators, the MotionViewer, detects
and captures the intrusion on video. Monitoring personnel
immediately see a 10 second video clip of the actual intrusion
and can use 2-way voice to challenge and verify it. More
than an alarm, Videofied is a true security system combining
detection, video and voice to give greater protection to your
valuables and your family.

Security - Not A Nanny Cam
This is NOT a surveillance system; we
separate security from surveillance
to protect privacy. If you are looking for
a nanny-cam, buy something else. With
Videofied, no one can “look in” remotely
unless the camera has been activated
by the alarm system. Video alarms are only sent when
the alarm panel calls the monitoring station during an
intrusion, downloading images from the MotionViewer.
Since MotionViewer only record alarms, the three small batteries
operate up to four years. No wires means
no peeking.
Contacts

Detects Intruders
MotionViewer™

Prox-Tags
Night Vision Camera

Standard Videofied XL Kit Features:

View actual video incidents at: www.videofied.com

- Night vision wireless MotionViewer detect intruders
- Internal GPRS/GSM modem transmits video & two way voice
- Clean simple wireless installation without drilling 		
messy holes to run power or phone lines
- Immune to cut phone lines or network cables
- Integrated proximity tag arming/disarming
- Battery life on all devices including panel - up to 4 years

Simple to Use Prox-Tag Arming

Prox-Tag Reader

A proximity reader in
the keypad means users
can easily arm/disarm the
system by simply moving
the tag near the keypad.
The system gives audible
and visual feedback that it is arming/disarming.
Every person in the building can use their own prox-tag
and forget about entering codes. The prox-tags are
waterproof, unpowered and last for years. For additional
convenience, there is an optional wireless outdoor
prox-tag reader that can be mounted on the outside
of the building to arm/disarm before entering.

